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With full enthusiasm a webinar is organized under the banner of IETE Student Forum,
SKN Sinhgad College of Engineering, Korti, Pandharpur on 20th Aug., 2018. The function was
presided over by Prof. A. O. Mulani.
The purpose of ISF is to give a platform for the student members to exchange ideas by
organizing/participating technical programs and activities. They would get the benefit for
technical visits / practical training / project work in R&D laboratories/ industries that increases
their spirit of self-reliance and professionalism.
Dr. Bairagi is an eminent personalityin the era of research. He has completed his PhD
(E&TC) in the area of “Medical Image Compression”. He has presented 50+ Research Papers.
He has Filed 8 Patents and 4 Copyrights. He has given his valuable guidance to 6+ PhD students.
He elaborated various techniques in the field of writing a research paper. He explained
the idea to particularize the problem statement, how to get review of the article, proper choice of
literature survey, how to choose national or international journal or conference for publications,
how to get fund for research, procedure to file patent, how to write manuscript, how to write
draft for manuscript, what is impact factor, h index, i 10 index and many more.
Dr. Bairagi has given a deep knowledge about paper writing. The students are so
encouraged. They got the idea about the paper writing and its importance.
Ms. BadaveAishwarya, student member of ISF expressed her views about the program.

The function was concluded with vote of thanks by Ms. Janhvi Pujariand lot of promises and
hope for future.

